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Introduction. 

PHOSIS, TEL and MEGA a['e the first three Use[' Overlays available 
fo[' Professional Adventure Writer. Note that you require a 
version Al4 PAW or later W'ith Option z - User Overlays - on the 
main menu, to ueo them. If you don't have one of these versions, 
Gilsoft have a standard upgrade available for a charge of £2.99 
from any previous version. Please remember to return your Diec if 
you have a +J disc version. DCSCiPLE/HicroDrive/OPUS etc are 
supplied on ca ssette with a transfer utility - so there is no 
need to ['et.urn your disc. 

Loading. 

In order to load ona of the overlays use Option z fcom PAW's main 
menu and reply W'lt.h o ne of the following to the prompt: 

P - To load PHOS IS 

T - To load TEL 

M - To load MEGA 

You will then bu presdnted with a sub-menu which has several 
numbered op tions . They are numbered to prevent mi.stakes, as some 
sub-menu options re repeats o f main menu o pti.ons. The sub-sub
menus available from this sub-menu follow the PAW format though -
phew I 

The overlays a re racordad in the order above on Lhd caasette, but 
note that they are preceded by a small ut.il:ity to Lranster them 
t.O disc. If you have a Jisc vecsion you can load this using LOAD 
"", it will aut.orun and prompt you for the drive to copy to. It 
would be a good idea to save them onto the same drive as your 
working copy of PAW, to reduce disc changes when working. All the 
Save/Load (and Vecify with Cassett.e/Microdn.ve) options will now 
use t.he currently selected media - as given by option Y on PAW's 
ma in me nu. 

Paw Option• 

Several of t.he opt.ions on the sub-menus of PllOSIS and TEL are a 
repeat of main menu opt. lons, provided to reduce Overlay swapping. 
These perform in much the same way as the corresponding options 
from PAW's ma1n menu. The mal.n diffe['ence ls that. opt.1o n Z is 
return to sub-menu not main menu. The opt.ions prov1ded are the 
most common you will carry out. while working wit.h PllOSIS and TEL, 
if you use these in preference to the main menu options then you 
will not need to reload the PHOSIS or TEL overlay to reselect the 
Auxlliary sub-sub-menu. The only safe main me nu options to uee 
which Jo not use an overlay are SAVE/LOAD/VERIFY Oat.abase - and 
Free Memory on a cassette version. 

Not.e that PttOSlS al lowe the Object. words t.o be edited as a sub -
menu option, bot due to space restrict. ions th1s was omitt.ed fron 

TEL, as weis Begin Ne"" Table on the Process option. as the code 
was just oo big o fit in. 

The Process and Response Table•. 

All the overlays consider the Response a ble o be Process O -
which indeed lt ls, internally to PAW. This means that the 
Process and Response options are also slightly differenti-

Response 
This merely selects Process 0, which la actually what 
Response is, and calls the Process option . 

Process 
Will go back to the proceAa table number that you 
worked on - unless you have selected Response i n which 
you will be returned to Process O (Response I) - which 
then have been the last Process table you worked an t 

last 
case 
wi 11 

Note that "worked on' for PHOSIS also includes the Process 
specified for O,P,S,V or L. and the Destination for t.ltP c 
and T commands on the Amri I iary menu. 

If you load a databa•e wlth fewer process tables, making the 
current table number invalid, the overlays will select table 2. 

The COlllnlnnd Line. 

11\e com mand lines for TEL and PHOSIS are fairly complex. on 
screen reminders of the possibilities are provided in "' compact 
f o rm. This manual contains a description of the poaaibilitiee in 
a standard format used o n larqer computer systems to describe 
command line options. The symbols used ace aa follows:-

[J - indicates a compulsory item 
() - indicates an optional iten 
I - indicates a n OR decision (i.e. only one of the 
possibilities can be used) 

It is worth understanding these descriptions as they ace a 
compact way of describing the options available. Lets look at an 
example from PHOSIS in detai L The Copy and Transfer commands 
both have the fol lowinq description: 

[Process Vecb Noun n) [,,.]l[:Procese] C•(n)]l(Verb Noun (n)] 

Thus, there are three compulsory items rf"quircd on the com mand 
line - some of which contain seplt.rate items of the le own. Note 
that the last. two groups coul d be one of two possihi Uties each 
indicated by the square brackets a nd thl'!I QR symbo l ([JI ( ]), on; 
of the two opt.ions HUST be present for both items. 

The first group requires .:i Process f'.able number, a Verb and Moun 
and an entry number. This '!ffectively r!esc['ibes an entry in any 
Process table preclsely - Remember that Reoponse ls Process o. 



This group gives the 'source' entry - the one to be copied or 
transferred (moved}. 

The second group gives the first part of the 'destination' -~here 
the 1 ource will be transferred or copied to. This can be e1t.her 
an equals sign (•) which indicates the same table number, or a 
colon ( :) followed by another process table number. This allows 
the entry to be moved/copied within the same table or between 
different tables. 

The t.hird group gives the final part of the deat.ination, .by 
specifying the entry within the table. 'nlia can be an equals sign 
(•), specifying the same Verb and Noun as before, optionally 
followed by a number, indicated by the braces ( ()). which 
specifies a specific entry number - as opposed to the last. entry 
which i• where it will 90 otherwise! Alternatively you can 
specify a new verb and Noun entry to move too, which again can be 
followed by an optional entry number. 

The section on the Copy and Transfer commands in the description 
of PAW-PHOSIS gives some examples of valid command lines. 

St.reaae. 

Both TEL and PHOSIS allow a stream to be specified as part of 
some ot. their commands. 'Mlis will cause the output to be sent to 
the given stream. The most obvious use of th~a is to use a 
printer by specifying £3 - this is what the L(Pr1nt) opt.ions on 
PAW do. The ability to specify a stream will allow you to use 
several devices e.g. serial and ZX Printers at the same time, if 
you open channels to them before loading PAW. 

Ezamplea. 

The examples given in the following sections give only a sample 
of the possibilities that the commands offer. They are of~en some 
of the. moet useful, but, by no means are they the only things you 
can do - experimentation i.s the best way of learning anything ... 

PROS IS 

PAW-PHOSIS is designed to allow the manipulation of Process 
tables, to provide additional powerful ll!diting facilities for 
PAW. The available commands can be broken into two groupst 

1/ The manipulation of individual and groups of entriee in 
tables . This allowe entries to be examined, deleted, copied and 
transferred. 

2/ The storage and recall of ent ir@ Procees tab lee. Allowing the 
transfer and copying of tables within or between databaees. 

Au:clllaey menu 

Note that in all of the follo....,ing commande, the first entry 
specified must exist in the table, or the command will merely 
return 'Not found'. 

COPY 

Format: 
C [Process Verb Noun n) (•Jl[:Process] [•(n)]l(Verb Noun (nil 

Description? 
Will duplicate the given entry within the same table or to a 
different table, either under the same Verb Noun pair or to a 
different Verb Noun pair. An entry number may be specified for 
the destination, if none is given the last entry of that Verb 
Noun pair is assumed. 

Examples: 
C 0 GET LAMP 0 • GET TOROI 
Will make a copy of the CondAct list of entry O in the GET t..AHP 
word pair in Response (Process 0 •Response) into the last entry 
(creating a new entry along the way) of the GET TORCll word pair 
also in Response. 

C 0 GET LAMP 1 <10 • 
Will make a copy of entry t in the GET LAMP word pair in Response 
into a new last entry for GET LAMP in Process t O. 

C 3 GET LAMP 8 <0 GET TORCH J 
Will make a copy of entry 8 in the GET LAMP word pftlr ln Process 
3 into a new entry J for GET TORCH in Response. 

Notes? 
There ls no block (or group) Copy option with PHOSIS. But the 
recall last command (•) key can be used to reduce the typing 
needed. Merely recall the last line and edit the source entry 
number (and the destination entry number if one given) to one 
greater than before and re-enter. 



If you have to Copy all or moat of a Process table, instead of 
using Copy you may be quicker saving and reloading the entire 
table, editing the entries as required afterwards. 

If you have a number of similar entries to input, you can save 
yourself some typi ng by using Copy to duplicate one entry, then 
editing the duplicates for any alight differences . 

TRANSFER 

Format: 
T (Proceos Verb Noun n) (•JI ( •Proceu] (•In)] I (Verb Noun In) J 

Description: 
Will duplicate the given entry within the same table or to a 
different table, either under the same Verb Noun pair or to a 
different Verb Noun pair. An entry number may be specified for 
the destination, if none le given the last entry of that Verb 
Noun pair is aesumed. 'n'le original entry is deleted. 

Examples1 
T 0 GET LAMP 0 • GET TOROf 
Will make a copy of the CondAc~ list of entry 0 in the GET LAMP 
word pair in Responae (Procesa O •Response) into the last entry 
(creating a new entry along the way) of the G~T TORCH word pair 
also in Response. 'Mle original GET LAMP entry will be deleted. 

T 0 GET ~AMP l •10 • 
Will make a copy of entry l in the GET LA.HP word pair in Response 
into a new last entry for GET LAMP in Process to. The original 
GET LAHP entry in Response will be deleted. 

T 3 DROP LAMP 8 : 0 DROP TORCH 3 
Will make a copy of entry 8 in the DROP LAMP word pair in Process 
J into a new entry J for DROP TORCH in Response. The original 
entry 8 of DROP LAMP will be deleted from Process J, 

Notes: 
The T(ransfer) option is ueeful when changing word numbers in the 
vocabulary. If for example you needed to change the word value of 
a Noun so that it waa a real noun - having perhaps accidentally 
inserted it aa a proper nou n lees than 50 - but did not want to 
lose all the entries you had laboriouely inserted; You could 
insert a synonym for the word such as TEMP etc. Delete the real 
word and reineert it at ita new word value . You now have the 
entries preserved under GET TEMP or whatever. Now all you need to 
do is T(ranefer) each entry from GET TEMP to GET word. 

'11lere is no block (or group) Transfer option with PHOSIS. But the 
recall last command (•) key can be used to reduce the typing 
needed . Merely recall the last line and edit the destination 
entry number, lf one given, to one greater than before and re
enter. There la no need to change the Source entry number as it 
will be correct each time, as the previous owner of that entry 
number has been deleted! 
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lf you have to Tran•fer all or moet of a Proceea table, instead 
of ueing Tranater you may be quicker saving and reloading the 
entire table, deleting the old and editing the new entries as 
required aft.erwards . 

DELETE 

Format.: 
D (Proceaa Verb Noun n) (•(n)Jl(Verb Noun (nil 

Description: 
Will delete {remove) all the entrie• from the given Process tabla 
(remember that Response i• Proceaa O), from t.he specified entcy 
number of the first. Verb Not.Jn, t.o either the last or specified 
entry number of the second Verb Noun word pair, incluaive. 

Examples: 
0 0 GET LAMP 0 • 
Will delete all t.he GET LAMP entries in the Reaponee table 

D 4 GET LAMP l •3 
Will delete entries t,2 ' 3 of GET LAMP in Proc:aaa 4. 

0 2 • • 0 
Asatning the-re waa at least one • • entry in Process 2, would 
delete all t.he entries in the tablel 

D 0 GET TORCH 0 • DROP TORCH 2 
Would delete all the entries between GET TORCH 0 and DROP TORCH 2 
in Response. 

PRIH'T 

Fonnat: 
P l;fstream) (Process Verb Noun n) (•(n)Jl(Verb Noun (nil 

Desccipt.ioni 
Wi 11 print (di splay) al 1 the entries from the g !van Procesa tab le 
(remember that Respon•e ia Proceas 0), from the specified ent.cy 
number of the first Verb Noun, to either the last or specified 
entry number of t.he second Verb Noun wocd pair, inclusive, to the 
screen oc given stream number. 

Examples' 
P 3 GET LAMP 0 a 

Will dis-play all the GET LAHP entries in Process J. 

P £3 0 DROP TORCH 2 •3 
Will display entries 2 and 3 of DROP TORCH in Response on the 
device connected t.O Stream 3 - usually a printer. 

P 0 GET TORCH 0 DROP TORO! 
Will display all entries of GET TORCH and DROP TORCH, along with 
any entries in between in Response. 



SAVE/VEJtiYY/LOAD Proce•• table file• (PTP'e) 

These commands can be used to save verify and load a Process 
table as an individual entity on the current device. They are 
stored as the current command and so recall ('•') \olill \o/Ork to 
allO'ort' fast verify of saved tiles without retyping the entire 
command line. 

SAVE 
Format; 
S Process Name 

Oeacription: 
Saves the given Process table to cassette/disc with filename 
Name. Note that the name is given as part of the command line. 
The saved table i• called a Process Table File or PTP. 

VERIFY 
Format: 
V Process Na.me 

Description: 
Verifies the glve Process table against a PTF file on 
caaaette/diac with filename Name. Note that the Process table 
muat be at the same address in memory a» the one on tape. I.e. It 
ia only really of use to Verify the table just saved, before 
making any changes to the dat.abaae. 

LOAD 
Fonnat: 
L Process Name 

Description: 
Loads filename Name, to become the specified Process table. If 
the table la currently occupied by one or mor"e entries you will 
be prompted to delete the table contents. Any reply other than 
'Y' will abort the Load leaving the current contents of the t.able 
intact. It. you confirm t.he deletion with 'Y' then t.he table will 
be made null, the re is no way to recover the content..s unless you 
have a saved database or PTF with the table in - so be careful! 

If you are uaing a 48K Spectrum (Or a L28K in 48K mode) you will 
be pC'ompted to preserve the overlays if they are currently ln 
memory - this ie needed as PHOSIS does not kno"" how large the PTF 
is going to be and so it opens up the entire database. lf there 
is insufficient memory in the database, Or" a loading error 
occurs, t..he load will abort and the tab le will be null. 

Aa there le no way of ensuring that all the words used in one 
database will exlat in any other, each Verb Noun pair is tested 
for" validity ln the cone.ext of its ne"" da tabase. If any word used 
in not found then all word pairs have to be render"•d to those 
that. will always exist, I.e. •and . The first 256 entries of a 
LOADed table will be made•• entrles, the next 256 • entries, 
next 256 _•and finally the last 256 I For this Ceason any 
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table with 'missing words' which have over 1024 entries will be 
aborted with a 'Limit Reached' error. SAVE does not prevent you 
from saving tables with more than 1024 entriea aa it la possible 
that all the saved words will exist in the new database. It is 
advisable though to limit saved PTF'a to less than 1024 entries 
to ensure they can be loaded into any database. 

As a related problem the parameters of various CondActs are 
checked to ensure they are valid in the context of the new 
database: 

Any word• used in Condition• (e.q. ADJECTL, PREP etc.) that do 
not have a correspondingly numbered word of the correct type will 
be converted to•. PAW does not usually allow• in this context, 
they stand out in listings and will prevent the re-entering of 
the CondAct list. In addition the Condition will always fa.ill 
Note that any words in the new database will correspond only in 
word number and type to those in the original database, they will 
not necessarily be the same words. 

The parameters to any PROCESS actions will be converted to '2' if 
a corresponding table doea not exist in the database& 

Any CondActa with a para.meter of Location, ObJeCt, Message or 
System Meaaage which does not have a valid value ""ithln the 
current database will be converted to Zerol 

Not.ear 
In order to make t.he •toeing of process tab lea useful, it will be 
worth working out a standard of vocabulary, message, location and 
object allocation - perhapa baaed on your current adventure. E.g. 
If Sysmess 60 is alwaya a message to prevent you putting 
something in a container. Then your tables can safely be 
transferred without modification, just with new text for the 
message in each game. Thie shell database would be standard for 
all games, merely assembling the required common PTP's for each 
new game, and typing in the message/object/location text and new 
vocabulary words. 

If you make message 0 "Not lmplemented" or soinet.hing eimilar. You 
will be able to detect errors because of message conversion after 
a PHOSIS table Load. Note that if you •eem to be getting a lot of 
"It's too dark to see anything" messages, or even the source of 
light (object 01 doing a Lot, you probably have the same problem. 
with the system messages or objects l If you end up at location 
Zero a lot you will be suffering from GOTO 01 

Format: 
I (119t.ceaml 

Description: 
Provides information on the screen (or to the optional stream) 
about various parameters of t.he current database. E.g. Number of 
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Location•, Heaaage•, Object.a, Process tables ec.c. 
Note that. I ( nfo) is not at.ored for use by the R( ecal l) coavnand. 

UCALL 

Format: 

Description: if' 
Will provide the last entered line for- Possible amending -except 
I ( nfo). See the note a under- Trana far and Copy for 1 t s use in 
handling groupa of entries. It can also be used usefully to 
reduce the typing fo[' Verify, merely recall the Save command and 
change the s to a VI 

Direct.ion Pointer Table Ameod 

Thia would have been in PAW-TEL but there wasn't any rooml It 
diaplaya the 12 direction word values OPT, aa used by PAW-TEL, 
for editing. Note that if there waa no OPT in the databaae a null 
(all zeroa) one will be inserted and presented for editing. See 
the PAW-TEL Hap aection for more details on the OPT. 

LO 

TEL 

PAW-TEL is deaigned to allow a database to by anslyaed and 
debugged with eaae. It doea thia by providing a range of powerful 
functions to aearch the database under various criteria. The 
functions Hunt and Search allow entries to be found that use 
certain sequences of CondActa, or CondActa which refer to certain 
aapecta of the database such a.a meaaages, object.a etc 
respectively. This will allow all entrie• dealing with an aspect 
of a game being modified to be found moC'e reliably, and easily, 
than by studying listings. The List function providea eitenaive 
feature• to identify currently used Flaga, Objects and so on, to 
allow them to be reaaaigned reliably or new ones to be allocated. 

Auziliary -nu 

For all the following functions the Proceaa table they aC'e to uae 
can be specified in one of three ways repC'esented aa 
[Process I Process, Process I 7], thuai 

Process 
Specify a specific process table numbeC'. 

Process, Process 
specifies a at.art and end process table number - note that 
the cbmma ia required. 

7 
All process tables (i.e. from O to the laat inserted). 

It ls poaaible to specify a atr8am aa part of the Hunt, List i'lnd 
Search commands. 'nlis •Jill then become the current stream used by 
commands aa a default, you will not need to specify the stream 
specifically until you want to change the default again. 'Mie Info 
command will tell you which stream la cuC'rent - on the SCC'eenl 

The Info and Map commands provide the facility to output the data 
to a printer via a Copy function if it is implemented. Merely 
preaa key C while the 'Presa any key' prompt is di.splayed. Thie 
will have no effect lf the current printer driver does not 
support COPY. 

Format: 
M (ProcesslProcesa,Processl ?] (locno] 

Description: 
orawa a pictorial representation of the exits from locno. giving 
the locatlon numbers and exits from the surrounding locations . It 
uaea information gleaned from the Connections table and entries 
in the given Pr-ocess table(s). The exits drawn can repreaent the 
the full 12 direction words; compass directions, up/down and 
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enter/leave. They are drum aa 12 radial lines from the mapped 
location. The meaning of each line ae a word value is given by 
the Direction Pointer Table (OPT), it does not even need to be a 
direction word. There ia a built in OPT in TEL which drawa the 
direction• aa shown in Fig L 

Connection table exits are indicated by solid lines. Map will 
find entries in the Proceaa tablea given which involve an AT 
locnol GOTO locno2 sequence - although the two CondActe do not 
need to be immediately after each other. It will not include 
exits lmplied by range Conditiona formed from ATLT, ATGT, NOTAT 
or SAHE 38 flagno., NOTSA.Hr; 38 flagno. or combinations of same. 
Aiso Map will not find GOTO• in a sub-process called from an 
entry with an AT for the location being mapped. I . e. it will not 
delve beyond the Process entry being considered. Exits given by 
Process entries with a Verb that corresponds to a word in the OPT 
a.re drawn aa daahed lines labelled with the Verb and Noun of the 
entry - although the Noun is usually •or . Wllere there la both 
a Connection table and Process table-entry, for the same 
direction word value, you will get a solid line labelled with the 
Verb and Noun of the Process entry. Any Connection or Process 
entries that were found which did not have a Verb in the OPT are 
totalled and given a.a a count o'f' Extra Connections on the bottom 
line along with the Process table range that was aea.rched. Note1 
the Process entries could be found by doing a Hunt (see below) 
for AT locno. - where locno. is the mapped location! 

Remember that pressing key C will COPY the displayed screen o a 
printer iwhen the anykey prompt la displayed. 

Direction Pointer Table 

nie built in OPT of TEL provides for the traditional directions. 
but, it ls possible for each database to contain a OPT of its own 
using the Hunk allocation system of the latest veraiona of PAW. A 
redirection table for TEL can be inserted/edited in PUOSIS, this 
will the n be used aa a default by the Hap function. It is 
possible to toggle between the internal and Database DPTs aa 
follo-ta: Enter a Map command with a location of 255 (which can 
never exist), pressing ENTER will produce a flashing syntax 
marker after the 255, but the toggle will have been achieved. 
Merely delete the 255 and insert the real location number to Map. 

In the OPT each entry contains the word value for the speciflc 
direction in the orderi 

N S E W NE NW SE SW UP DOWN ENTER ~EllVE 

The default table la thus1 

5 2 3 4 9 B 11 10 12 13 

Which if you take a look at the vocabulary are the word values of 
the directions given abovel Although ENTER and LEAVE are not 
present in the default database. 
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The redefinition feature allows you to prevent cenain directions 
being represented, by placing a zero in their respective •?try in 
the OPT, perhaps to clean up a particularly cluttered dtaplay. 
Note that the OPT inserted by PHOSIS consists entirely of zeros. 
It is worth remembering that the entries thus excluded will be 
loqged a.a extra connections. You can also use the OPT for 
databases which do not uae the traditional directtons or to 
customize the display for your own preferences. 
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Fig 1. 

HUNT 

~0 {:.:~~eam} [ProcesalProceaa,Process: ?] [CondAct List] 

~~~~ri::!~~~ the specified proceaa table or cange of tables 
listing any entries, both as words and entry number~, containing 
the given list of condActa. Note that .t.he CondAct list must be a 
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valid list with the correct number and range9 for the parameter9• 
The matching is done absolutely so both the order and number of 
CondActs must be the same. It will though find the sequence 
anywhere within a larger sequence of an entry. 

Examples: 
II 1 AT 2 CARRIED 7 
Will search all the Process table• (including Response which is 
Process O) for entries containing the Condl\ct sequence 'AT 2 
CARRIED 7'. Note that it Will not find @ntries with 'CARRIED 7 AT 
2' ae the matching is done absolutely . 

II <tJ 0 PRESENT 6 EQ 100 2 GOTO 2 
Will search Response for any entries containing the condAct 
sequence 'PRESENT 6 EO 100 2 GOTO 2', printing the listed entry 
words and numbers on the device connected to stream 3 - usually a 
printer. Note also that the next command will also send its 
output to stream 3 unless a stream is specified, as this le now 
the current stream. 

H 10, ll ATLT 7 ATGT 4 MESSllGE 8 
WJ 11 search Process tables LO ' 11 for the CondAct sequence 'ATLT 
7 ATGT 4 MESSAGE 8' printing th\9 Verb Noun and entry numbers of 
those entriea containing it. 

LIST 

Format: 
L hut.ream) [ProcesalProceaa,Proceaal?J [C!AIE] [FlLlOIMISIPIW] 

[nolwordf?) 
Where: 

C - Condition 
A - Action 
E - Either 
and 
F - Flag 
o - Object 
S - System 
W - Word 

L - Loci!ltion 
M - Message 

Hes P - Process 

Certain combinations of options are not applicable and will be 
locked out by the syntax checker. They are CIE:H ClE:S CIE:P 
AIE:W - see below for details. 

Description: 
t.ist is designed to do two essentially different jobs: 

1/ Finding entries that refer to specific flags. objects, 
mesaages, words etc, without reference to the specific CondT\.ct 
used. This ls selected ,,.,hen the final pftrameter to the List la~ 
vocab Word or Number. 

£xamplesi 
L 0 A P 10 
Will list the Verb, Noun and entry number of all the entries 
in Response (Response•Process 0) which contain A(ctlons) 
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that refer t.o Process table 10. In actual fact there is only 
one act1on (PROCESS) which fits this description. 'nlua 
A(ction) is the only valid first option - attempting to use 
C(ondition) or E(ither) will result in a syntax error. 

L 2, 7 E F l 00 
Will list the Verb, Noun and entry number of all the entries 
in process tables 2 to 7 which contain E(ither) Actions or 
Conditions which refer to F(laq) 100 . This will include 
ZERO, NOTZERO, EQ, NOTEQ, GT, LT, SAHE, NOTSAME, COPYOF, 
COPYFO, WEIGH, SET, CLEAR , PLUS, MINUS . LET. ADO, sue, 
COPYFF, RANDOM, HOVE, WEIGHT, PRINT, RAHLOADI This means it 
would list quite a lot of entries if flag 100 did much in 
the database - but, you ,,.,ill have found all its usesl 

L ? C W BROWN 
Will list the Verb, Noun and entry number of all the 
entries, in all the pcocesa tables in the current database, 
which contaln Conditional references to the word BROWN of 
its word type. The chances are that BROWN wil 1 be an 
adjective thus it will be entries containing either the 
ADJECTl or ADJECT2 Conditions that will be found. 

2/ Finding out which flag•, messages, objects etc are used in any 
particular process table or group of process tables. This is 
selected when the final parameter is a question mark('?') - t.he 
normal meaning of a wildcard would produce hundreds of entries 
matching the criteria. So instead it gives a list in ascending 
order of the flags, ob)ects, message• etc in use. 

Examples: 
L ? E F 1 
Is probably the moat lmpor-tant of the variations ....,hich can 
be used. It will list for each table, in ascending order, 
all the flags that are used within it.. t.e. lt is looking 
for E(ither) Conditions or Actions which have a parameter of 
type F(lag) with Any('?') value as a parameter. Rather than 
getting the entries, you get a List of all the values that. 
the question mark could take - the flags used in the t.able. 
1'lis of courae allo....,s you to quickly discover l.f a certain 
flag is used and if so where (by using Search to find uses 
of it.) allowlng you to decide if it can be safely reused and 
if not which flags are freel 

LJ,lOAP? 
Will list in ascending order the (P)rocess tables, which are 
referred to in A(ctions) (the PROCESS action only actually). 
in Process tables 3 to LO. Thus you will be able to discover 
....,hich tables use each otherl 

L 7 A M 1 
(s another useful one which will list, in ascendJng order, 
all the messages used in the Process tables. This ....,ould 
al low you to find redundant messages for reusl;) and so on. 
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SEARCH 

Format: 
S (ttstream) [Process I Proceee, Processl ?J 

(CondAct (no I word I 7( nol word I?}} l 

Description: 
Will search the specified Process or range of Process tables for 
CondActa which match the Cond~ct specification on the command 
line. Note that Search can epecify only a 8in9le CondA.ct unlike 
Hunt . This la because you can spt!!cify a question mark {'7') 
instead of th@ parameter(•) of the CondA.ct if required. The 
question mark ('?') is what 19 known as a 'wildcard', which 
simply means that the eearch will ignore the actual VM.UE of the 
parameter. 

Examples: 
S 0 ISAT 7 7 
Will list to the current stream the Verb, Noun and entry number 
of all the entriee in Response (Process O) that contain ISAT 
CondActs which teat for object 7 at any location number - this is 
indicated by the question mark which replaces the second 
parameter of the ISAT CondA.ct,• which ls usually the location 
number . 

S 1 RANDOM ? 
Will list to the current stream the Verb. Noun and entry number 
of all. entries in all the Process tablas in the currant database 
which randomly sets ANY flag . 

S 3,30 SWAP 0 7 
will list the Verb. Noun and entry number of any entries in 
Procesa tables 3 to 30 which swap object 0 (as the firat 
parameter) with any other. Note that unless you are very 
consistent with your use of parameters to SWAP you will probably 
need to 'S 3,30 SWAP 1 O' to get all the SW.a.Pa ot object 01 

INFO 

Format: 
t 

Description: 
Provides information on the screen about various parameters of 
the current database. E.g. Number of Locations. Messages, 
objects, Process tables etc. Aleo shows the current output stream 
number. 

Note: The I(nfo) option on PKOSIS has a stream option, but TEL 
does not. This la because TEL keeps track of a current stream 
which would be destroyed by the l(nfo) to a stream, and one of 
its functions is to die play the current stream I The display can 
be copied to a printer by pressing key C while the anykey prompt 
ie displayed. 
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MEG!\ 

MEGA. ia designed to reduce the amount of overlay swapping 
required for 48K Users of PAW - and 128K ow ners who a re using 48K 
mode or have succeeded in using Page 71 It basically provides all 
the functions o f overlays 4 and 5 (the text and process editing 
menus) in one overlay. by shrinking and merging parts of the code 
and by omitting the Background Colours option. This allows 
messages, objects and locations to be inserted and edited, then 
the words and Process entries which deal with them to be created. 
without loading any overlays - except MEGA origi nally! 

'M'te sub-menu 

MEGA' s sub-menu looks remarkably like t he main menu for PAW, we 
aren 't about to repeat the PAW manual as you will find that all 
the functions work almost identically to their main menu 
counterparts. 'Mlere a re some slight differences though: 

The options displayed can be split into four groups: 

In t.e rnal 
The Internal options are those which are handled within MEGA 
itself. Le. Overlay 4 and S functions except Background Colours. 
The Save/Load/Verify Database options are also internal. When you 
use these opt.lone the Z function will be return to the MEGA sub
menu. 

External 
nte external options in MEGA return to the main menu o f PA.W after 
usage, because they are usually in overlays which destroy MEGAI 
so you will have to reload MEGA when required. The ones to beware 
of are: Graphics, Default Colours, Compression. Teat Game. 
Disc/Microdrive users should also be aware t hat Device Select ls 
an overlayl 

Free Memory 
If you are using a casaette version of PAW then although Free 
Memory will return to the main menu, it does not destroy MEGA. So 
selecting user over lays (Z) and MEGA. again (M) will not need to 
load the MEGA overlay. Disc versions DO hold Free Memory in an 
overlay so MEGA will be overwritte n by the selection of it. 

Return to Main Menu ('@') 
This merely takes you back to the main menu o f PAW. 

The Response and Pro cess tables are treated synonymous ly 
described in the introduction. 
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PAW - PHO&l&/TEL/MEGA 
User overlays for the: 

Professional Adventure Writing System 

KelSoft have produced some of the most 
consistently useful addon products to various 
adventure writing systems. We have pleasure 
in providing their three latest products, now 
converted to run as PAW User Overlays. 

PHOSIS 
Provides PAW with powerful Process table 
editing facilities. Move/Copy CondAct groups 
between entries or tables. Print and Delete 
selected entries and Save/Load entire Process 
tables between the same or different games. 
This allows a library of useful routines to be 
built up on tape or disc for use in later games. 

TEL 
Is a rlexible PAW database analyser. Allowing 
the database to be searched for CondAct lists 
or CondActs with 'wildcard' p arameters. TEL 
also provides functions to list usage of Flags 
objects. messages etc. according to various 
criteria. e.g. which tables to search. whether 
referenced as an Action. Condition or Either. 
The Map function provides a visual display of 
the exits from a given location. 

MEGA 
Reduces the overlay swapping require d for 48k 
owners by providing all the Main Menu options 
of Process 4 & 5 in one load! 

Program Design & Code: (c) 1987 G.T.Kellett T IA KelSo fl 
Publlshed by: Gllsofl International Ltd. Z Park Cre scent 

Barry, South Glamorgan, CF6 8HO. 
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